
Player Role Info Action

Sherlock3 Anokata BS: 

Choice 1: Akonyl

Choice 2: PT

Parkur Vermouth(Ja
mes)

PhoenixTears Pisco

Akonyl Calvados Cover: Parkur

APTX: Yurikochan = Mitsuhiko (false)

nomemory Tequila APTX: Yurikochan = Genta (true)

Holmes Shiratori *injured*

meme Akai

Schillok Kir

Paix672 Yusaku *frightened*

Yurikochan Genta *Aptxed* Identify: Phoenixtears = Vermouth

DT Heiji *dies*

Sakina Jodie

Vote:

03: Paix672: -

04: PhoenixTears: DT

06: Akonyl: DT

07: Holmes: DT

11: Yurikochan: DT

12: meme

15: Parkur: DT

16: Schillok: DT

18: nomemory: DT

19: Sherlock3: DT

22: Detective Tommy

23: Sakina

DT: 8

Will:

Paix

Night 1:

I had an eerie feeling about that girl, could it be she’s one of them? I thought of interrogating her. But she kept her poker face 

through the interrogation, I couldn't get any info from her. And she didn’t seem as if she was one of them. My suspicion of her 

faded away, but I still wasn't too sure about her.

Night 2:

Another murder has happened on this ship. Makes me wonder if my son’s on board… In any case, I had decided to take a closer look 

at the murder scene. Suspects were narrowed to breva, Dus, meme, Abs. and shin_ichi01.

Night 3:

Evidently, I was wrong about breva. Though, her will points to Dus as a BO. I had thought about reporting him to the police, but I 

didn’t have enough evidence. I wasn’t sure if should take the risk. I figured Dus would be slandered, so I decided to interrogate 

shin instead, she wasn’t BO.

Day 3:

Dus was revealed to be Ctu's murder as expected... I've kinda been secluded this whole time. Abs. seemed to be suspicious of me, 

so I decided to explain things to him. But I wasn't sure about the whole thing. I've also had an encounter with Yuriko, I didn't tell 

her much about myself. But we chatted for a bit and she told me some interesting things. She said that Kain tricked Akonyl on

Night 3... No one was killed on that night, could have been because pofa was assigned to do the killing. But it's highly possible that 

he's BO and that it was his turn to kill.

Night 4:

Interrogate Akonyl: BO.

Schillok:
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Schillok:

If anyone is reading these lines it means that they found and killed me. Since I can't be sure who will find this letter I have to be 

careful not to endanger anyone else.

Yes, it was me who persuaded the organisation members to get on the ship. This is our best chance to get them all once and for all, 

since they have no chance of escape now. There are at least 7 of them here. The person called "Dus" arrived too late, so I can not 

be sure if he is the 8th member of the organisation or on my side. 

They should not know that I am on the ship myself - they think I stayed at the harbor, but I guess my death proved that I was 

wrong with that assumption. 

Update: Dus was Gin. So 8 of them where on board since we left the harbor.

Please be careful everyone: They have 3 capsules of a deadly experimental poison with them and they can make more of it when 

they confirm that it is working like they hope. So be careful with what you eat and drink... (it is only lethal when indigested).

They will probably give up using it when they failed to kill with it a few times. So be aware!

As expected, Gin is on board. I just saw him, investigating. What and whom, I have no idea, I couldn't risk to get too close.

But at least I am sure now that he is here. And I also know now that no one stopped him from doing his evil deeds (whatever they 

might be).

Day 3 Update:

Looks like I wasn't able to do anything useful yet. Even worse, I was involved in the lynching of two innocents already. Or rather... 

giving the captain a name. After all I did not kill anyone directly this time... still, the situation is bad.

After one day all I know is that neither Dus nor Yurikochan were not the ones killing xcommondo during night 1. Which does not 

mean much. Because while I visited the bar yesterday night someone from the BO was there. And it might have been Dus. Maybe I

will have more luck tonight... but I doubt it.

I hope I can trust Abs. I need to contact others on board of this ship. But I must avoid the BO at all cost. Or getting myself 

suspicious in any other way.

Day 4 update:

Dus was not slandering PhoenixTear during night 3. That means - if there was no misscommunication and the interrogator was 

telling the truth - he must be one of THEM. But if the interrogator was Detective Tommy who is suspected to also be one of them, 

then...

I am still not sure what to do.

Abs. is dead, and he was the only one who knew anything about my role. Just that I could investigate. So if I die by the poison they 

must have found me without me noticing. Because I was quite careful so far. 

The last lines have been stricken through repeatably, the writing had been smeared by a liquid. However, it is still readable. 
Finally... I want to be buried on solid ground. To my beloved brother: You have to live through all of this! Stay alive and visit my 

grave once in a while! I am sure my death will not have been for nothing in the end.

Hondo Hidemi

Comment:

Well, the BO threw 2 APTX on Yurikochan, and got a sure kill. Also, some townies didn't vote at all, which would have been 

necessary in case the BO didn't use APTX (or were wrong).

They also decided to go against DT. Tho the town couldn't have known that it was slandered. Especially since brevas will 

stated that she didn't tell about that interrogation to anyone beforehand.

Well, nice round, but the lovers are messing up the GMs braaaaainz~~~~~~~~

Phase Change

Day 4 begins

Everyone left alive gathers on the deck. A deck where a lot of blood was shed.

It was time. Time to finish it. The dudes in the black suites all voted for Detective Tommy to die next. Strangely, some townpeople also 
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wanted him to die. Schillok and Holmes also voted for Detective Tommy. Tommy himself, Sakina and meme didn't choose anyone... while 

Paix672 was spinning around, like Abs. usually did. Maybe she missed him?

Votes

(click to show/hide)

03: Paix672: -

04: PhoenixTears: DT

06: Akonyl: DT

07: Holmes: DT

11: Yurikochan: DT

12: meme

15: Parkur: DT

16: Schillok: DT

18: nomemory: DT

19: Sherlock3: DT

22: Detective Tommy

23: Sakina

DT: 8

Jack: "Bwahahaah!" Jack was seemingly having a lot of fun.

Detective Tommy was cornered. Everyone voted for him. But he didn't want to simply give up. He tried to convince the people around him. 

He turned to Yurikochan, who didn't say a word for some time now.

Detective Tommy: "Yurikochan! Pleas, believe me! I'm not the bad guy! Hel--"

Yurikochan was coughing. She was in pain and couldn't breath. Out of panic and frustration she scratched her throat till she was bleeding... 

but nothing and no one can help her anymore... Yurikochan(Genta) died a painful death through the APTX.

Detective Tommy: "No! Not another one! How could they do such a thing to a mere child! Kleene! You need to sto---"

Captain Kleene Onigiri pulled out her revolver and shot Detective Tommy straight though the heart.

Detective Tommy: "Urgh... wha... why?..." Detective Tommy (Heiji) died...

Captain Kleene Onigiri: "It's Captain Kleene Onigiri. Remember that!"

Jack: "Ha! You showed it to him Captain! Great!"

Kleene: "Sure, Jack! Now, let's begin!"

Jack: "Finally! Hahaha!"

Begin? Begin what? The Town was confused? What's happening? 

Town: "What... what's going on?"

Kleene: "Well, seems like your side lost. The Black Organization won and will get the treasure. They will join my crew, forcefully, and be my 

comrades! Having parties and feasts! You townpeople, on the other hand, will have to suffer and forever work here for me and my new 

friends! Hahaha!"

Town: "What.. so.. you're betraying us, Captain Kleene Onigiri?"

Suddenly, the ship is wraped tightly by a dense fog. You could also see that Captain Kleene Onigiri, turned moldy... Is it because of the fog?

Moldy Kleene: "Betray? Ha! I don't need weak companions! Although the more the merrier, I can't split the treasure with so many people! 

So, the strongest party will join my crew, while the other ones still have to work for me! But without profit."

Moldy Captain Kleene Onigiri burst out into a evil laughter. Her eye-patch is almost falling down.

Jack: "Moldy one!" Moldy Kleene Onigiri pulls out her revolver again and almost shoots Jack.

Jack: "Ack, I mean Captain Kleene Onigiri! We arrived at the island! The treasure Island, named Shitty Island!"

Kleene: "Great! Town! Help Jack out getting the stuff we need!"

The townspeople left, Sakina(Jodie), Schillok(Kir), Paix672(Yusaku), meme(Akai), Holmes(Shiratori), were forced to help out. What else 

could they do? Nothing. Otherwise they would be killed for sure.

Everyone landed on the Shitty Island and where looking for the treasure. After some hours, they finally found it in a cave. The treasure 

was gigantic! There was gold and jewels. But the biggest and greatest treasure was a giant, 5m big gold statue that looked like a Onigiri.

Finally! Let's make celebrate, my new friends!

Sherlock3(Anokata), Parkur(Vermouth/James), PhoenixTears(Pisco), Akonyl(Calvados) and nomemory(Tequila) were celebrating and having a 

lot of fun, together with Moldy Captain Kleene Onigiri, Jack the ripper and of course Striprice, the cook and the two sharks.

BO wins!
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